**Pipeline Protégé Program**
ASTRO’s inclusive career development program aimed at diversifying leadership

**Application**
Complete an online form with demographic information, a statement of interest, relevant experience, what you hope to gain from the program, and a CV. An up-to-date conflict of interest disclosure is also required.

**Year 1**
- **Diwe into ASTRO**
  - Learn about ASTRO structure. Start building your network.
  - Join a committee and start working on a project.
  - Receive mentorship from ASTRO leadership.

**Year 2**
- **Diwe Deeper**
  - Continue working on a committee project.
  - Serve on the host committee for the next cohort of proteges.
  - Act as a mentor for an assigned Year 1 protégé.
  - Submit an educational session to the ASTRO Annual Meeting.
  - Complete video diaries about your experience; diary entries will be shared online.

**Year 1 Deliverables**
- Your completion of at least four of the above is one measure of success. You will also present to other proteges, ASTRO committee and council leadership, and ASTRO stuff about your experience.

**Beyond**
- **Pay It Forward**
  - Remain involved in ASTRO committees as a dedicated volunteer.
  - Help others understand more about ASTRO’s structure, leadership pipeline, and how to get involved.

For more information, visit www.astro.org/pipelineprotege